


of companies lack cloud 
migration talent


45% 

of non-cloud users are 
considering cloud services

73%

rise in cloud adoption this 
year alone

15% 

That’s why AWS partners with SAP experts like Syntax. We work with clients to 

assess their readiness and identify challenges before they become roadblocks—

so clients can achieve a secure, cost-effective migration to AWS.



Top 4 benefits of partnering  
with Syntax to help with your 
SAP on AWS migration


40+
years experience 
with SAP

435
AWS certifications

01

A shortened migration 
timeline free of major 
disruptions

We’re an AWS Premier and Managed Service Provider with a 

100% AWS-certified team. With SAP experience spanning more 

than four decades and in-depth knowledge of SAP on AWS, we 

know which questions to ask and how to find your most direct 

and efficient path forward.

12+
years working on 
SAP on AWS

500+
SAP clients supported

02

An approach to migration 
that avoids disasters and 
delays

We gather the information necessary to design your optimal 

SAP on AWS hybrid environment. You’ll receive reports on your 

architecture’s current condition, a cloud cost estimation, and a 

migration plan that accounts for key operational details.



24/7
SLA-based support &  
security monitoring

AES-
256
military-grade 
encryption

03

Security and  
end-to-end support

Once your AWS migration is complete, your 

company is equipped with a secure and highly 

available infrastructure solution. Our full lifecycle 

management services include automatic 

resource scaling for public cloud virtual services, 

disaster recovery plans, and more.

Up to

20%
reduction in expenses

Zero
hardware upgrades

04

The fully realized 
potential of your SAP 
investment

We make sure your SAP workloads have the exact 

amount of resources needed to perform at optimal 

efficiency for the lowest possible cost. We also have the 

services that connect mission-critical SAP applications 

and data to the advanced AWS technologies that take 

your SAP capabilities to the next level, further reducing 

costs while boosting SAP’s value to the business.

Top 4 benefits of partnering  
with Syntax to help with your 
SAP on AWS migration




Get in touch

with a Syntax

AWS-certified

expert about your  
migration today.

Let’s talk




